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Background
Exact Estimation of Parameter












Manual : too hard to do
Detection : small number of correspondences
Camera calibration:
Estimating internal camera parameters
Image registration
Establish the correspondence
using all points in the image
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Objective
Proposed a method for correcting distortion
without point-to-point correspondences.
Based on image registration.
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Requirements
Make a calibration pattern
Any kind of digital image
(scanned photo,cg,etc.)
Print the pattern on a sheet of paper
Paste it on a flat board
Take a distorted image
of the printed pattern











































functions u, d and H













































Same planar object from different view point
Planar perspective motion model







););(( dud θθpudp =
Projected point pu is moved to pd due to distortion.
pu : undistorted point
pd : distorted point

























































d is not explicitly expressed by pd.
(implemented by an iterative procedure)










d() and d (u()) are not explicit.
u() and f() are differentiable.
How we get the gradient of d (u()) ?
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Implicit Function Theorem
0),(),( =−≡ ddud θpfppqF is given : q=(pd,θd)
0))(,( =qdqFIf for       , then
)(qdp =d is an implicit function
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based on gradient method
Solving the system of equations :
Estimates : θ
Update : δθ











Corrected image Distorted image
'
2I 2I
For all points p in the corrected image I’2,
Intensity is calculated by d(p) in I2
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Experiment




Placed in front of the camera














Corrected by using the same parameters





taken by wide-angle lens
Corrected image
Optimization doesn’t converge




Fnum. =   5.4~64.8 mm
Angle = 48.8~4.4 deg
Zoom =      0~1023
Sony EVI-D30













































































Proposed a new method for correcting distortion
without point-to-point correspondences.
Based on image registration :
nonlinear optimization by Gauss-Newton Method
minimizing intensity residuals between pattern and image.
Implicit function theorem was introduced
to calculate the Jacobian of the distortion function
experimental results of real image and real camera
with qualitative evaluation.
